Photoproduction of π 0 η on protons in the energy range from threshold to 1.4 GeV is discussed. The data for representative angular distributions recently obtained at MAMI C are analyzed using an isobar model. The isobars considered are ∆(1232) and S11(1535) for π 0 p and ηp states, respectively. In accordance with the results of earlier works the main features of the reaction are explained through the dominance of the D33 wave with a relatively small admixture of positive parity resonances. Comparison with recent experimental results for the photon beam asymmetry is carried out.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Several important features of π 0 η photoproduction on protons were explained in earlier papers [1] [2] [3] [4] , where different versions of an isobar model were used as a theoretical basis. According to the experimental results of [3] [4] [5] the cross section for γp → π 0 ηp exhibits quite a rapid rise at low energies and reaches its characteristic value σ ≈ 3.5 µb at E γ = 1.4 GeV, about 0.5 GeV above threshold. Such a behavior might indicate that the cross section is mainly governed by the increasing phase space so that it is dominated by s-waves. As has been noted in [1, 6] the Born terms seem to be insignificant and the reaction is expected to proceed via formation of baryon resonances decaying into πηN .
Within an isobar model, production of two mesons may conveniently be described in terms of intermediate quasitwo-body states, the isobars. These states naturally appear if the attractive two-body interaction between the final particles lead to narrow resonances. In the case of the πηN state the πN and ηN isobars are identified with the ∆(1232) and S 11 (1535) which are well known to dominate πN and ηN scattering. In such a picture the observed growth of the total cross section would point to the existence of baryon resonances, belonging to the third resonance region, which may decay into s-wave η∆ or πS 11 configurations. One can easily show that only in the D 33 (P 31 ) state the η∆ (πS 11 ) system can be produced in the relative s-wave.
The model for γN → π 0 ηN , with the resonance D 33 (1700) dominating the amplitude, has been developed in ref. [1] , where π 0 η and π 0 K 0 photoproduction were studied within a coupled channel approach. The authors used the D 33 → η∆ decay, treated on a tree level, as a main driving mechanism. The crucial importance of D 33 in this calculation is ultimately a consequence of quite a large (complex) coupling constant g η∆ whose * Electronic address: fix@mph.phtd.tpu.ru † Electronic address: kashev@kph.uni-mainz.de value g η∆ = 1.7 − 1.4i was taken from [7] . The production of the πS 11 state is calculated microscopically as a series of interactions η∆ → (πηN, πKΛ, πKΣ) → πS 11 taken up to the first order in the two-body t-matrices for ηN and KΛ (KΣ) scattering.
On the experimental side, recent studies [3, 4, 8] have also implied that the resonance D 33 (1700) plays a crucial role in π 0 η photoproduction. In ref. [3] the data for γp → π 0 ηp were explained using the PWA method [9] which gave definite quantitative conclusions about contributions of different N -and ∆-like resonances. In particular, the authors reported that at higher energies (W > 1.8 GeV) the D 33 wave remains important and is presumably populated by the D 33 (1940) resonance.
In ref. [4] , in addition to the basic cross section, the linear beam asymmetry Σ was measured. In common with the results of [3] the authors of [4] emphasized the dominance of the D 33 (1700). The importance of the η∆ configuration is indicated by the pronounced peak in the π 0 p mass spectra around the ∆ mass. The data for the Σ-asymmetry are in general agreement with the predictions of the model [1] . The D 33 (1700) dominance is deduced from the fact that without this resonance one obtains strong qualitative disagreement with the measured asymmetry.
A remarkable feature of the data reported in ref. [4] is that the πS 11 configuration appears to not be as pronounced as it may follow from the theoretical calculation of ref. [1] . The case in point is that the apparent shifting of the π 0 p peak predicted by the model [1] is not evident from the experimental results. Instead of this, as is shown in [4] , the simple model containing only η∆ decay accounts for the data much better than the sophisticated approach including πS 11 formation. On the other hand, trivial assumption that the role of πS 11 configuration in γp → ηπ 0 p is negligible may lead to misinterpretation of the data. It is clear that the S 11 (1535) resonance should, in any case, be present on the Dalitz plot due to the ηN final state interaction. The reason for its 'disappearance' may lie in the fact that the ηN scattering cross section does not exhibit a true resonance behavior due to the closeness of the resonance mass to the ηN threshold. Furthermore, the presence of an intensive D 33 → η∆ decay makes it difficult to estimate quantitatively the role of the πS 11 channel. These observations suggest that studying πN or ηN invariant mass distributions does not enable us to clarify the separation of the events related to πS 11 formation. In this connection, it is desirable to have methods allowing identification of πS 11 without recourse to the ηN invariant mass distribution.
The crucial role of the D 33 configuration in π 0 η photoproduction is a very important result by itself. It implies that, apart from the (γ, π 0 ) and (γ, η) reactions determined respectively by the ∆ and S 11 formation, we have another process, (γ, π 0 η), whose amplitude in a wide energy range is mainly governed by a single dynamical mechanism, the excitation of the D 33 wave, in particular the D 33 (1700) state. Clearly, this feature provides an effective method to study the properties of this resonance. However, in contrast to single π 0 or η photoproduction, here we face the technical problems associated with threebody kinematics, where the particle energies and angles are distributed continuously. It therefore becomes difficult to perform a general multipole analysis, primarily since there is a multitude of ways to couple angular momenta of particles to the total angular momentum.
Important steps on the road to a systematic study of the partial wave structure of π 0 η photoproduction were made in ref. [6] , where the authors presented a phenomenological model for γN → π 0 ηN and discussed the angular distributions of final particles. Although, in general, unpolarized measurements are not sufficient to distinguish between all partial waves, assuming that only one of these waves is important, it is possible to reach a rather definite conclusion about the corresponding quantum numbers. The analysis permits the identification of the quantum numbers of the dominant resonance states simply by analysing the shape of the measured angular dependencies, in which the states with different spinparities exhibit their own signatures. It is also emphasized in [6] that some of the observables depend weakly on the model parameters. This fact makes such a method especially useful.
The formalism developed in ref. [6] was then applied to the analyses of the data recently obtained at MAMI C [8] . As a main subject, the authors of [8] studied the angular distributions of particles in γp → π 0 ηp. This approach was shown to be very effective as a tool to study the properties of the D 33 (1700) resonance. In particular, the ratio of πS 11 to η∆ decay widths, which, as pointed out above, is difficult to extract from the invariant mass distribution, was deduced from the data with appreciated accuracy.
Here we continue the analysis of the reaction γN → π 0 ηN using the isobar model which was partially described in refs. [6] and [8] . The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we briefly outline the formalism, and summarize some results, of ref. [6] which provides a framework for the calculation to follow. Then in Sect. III we present our results where the main emphasis is put on the angular distributions of the final particles. In Sect. III B we consider in some detail the photon asymmetry Σ for γp → π 0 ηp and discuss the main properties of this observable. In Sec. IV we close with a brief summary and an outlook.
II. THEORETICAL BASIS
We consider the reaction
in the overall center-of-mass system. The corresponding energies and three-momenta of the particles are given in the parentheses. Furthermore, throughout the paper we use the following notations for kinematic variables:
invariant energy of the two-particle subsystem α,
solid angle of the momentum q i in the overall c.m. frame,
energy and three-momentum of the i-th particle in the iN c.m. frame,
), solid angle of the i = π, η momentum q * i , related to the K(H) system. The meaning of K and H systems is explained by Fig. 2 (see also text after eq. (8)).
A theoretical basis of our calculation is presented in ref. [6] and partially in ref. [8] . We assume that the πη system does not resonate over the energy region in question. The reaction amplitude is divided into the Born and the resonance part,
and is visualized by means of the diagrams in Fig. 1 . The indices m f = ±1/2 and λ = ±1/2, ±3/2 denote the zprojection of the final nucleon spin and the initial state helicity, respectively. The Born sector is formed by the diagrams (a)-(f). As already noted, its role in the channel π 0 ηp turns out to be insignificant. According to the isobar model concept, the resonance part of the amplitude may be superposed in the usual fashion, as a sum of two terms
corresponding to the diagrams (g) and (h) in Fig. 1 . Each term in eq. (3) has the form
where the summation is over the resonance states determined by their spin-parity J π and isospin T . The latter is incorporated through the factor C T . Since the η-meson has isospin zero, this factor is the same for both the η∆ and πN * channels. In our case, where only the states with T = 3/2 are assumed to contribute, C T is 2/3.
The functions A R λ (W ) are the helicity amplitudes for γp → R. Their energy dependence was parametrized in the simple form
where M R is the resonance mass and ω R γ is the c.m. photon energy, calculated at the resonance position. For the dominant resonance, D 33 (1700), the exponent n 1/2 was set equal to 1, whereas the function A The factors G R (W ) stand for the resonance propagators for which we use the nonrelativistic Breit-Wigner form
1 In the expressions to follow the resonance S 11 (1535) is denoted by N * .
In eq. (4), the functions f R(α) m f λ , α = η∆, πN * , describe the decay of the resonance R into πηN via intermediate formation of η∆ and πN * states. We take the Z-axis of the overall c.m. frame along the photon momentum k. The OXZ plane is spanned by the momenta k and q η (see Fig. 2 ). To fix the final state kinematics we choose as independent variables the particle momenta associated with the partition η + (πN ), the solid angle of the η momentum Ω η = (Θ η , Φ η = 0), the invariant energy ω πN of πN subsystem, and the solid angle of the momentum q * π in the πN rest frame. For the data analysis, two types of coordinate systems O ′ x ′ y ′ z ′ , related to the πN c.m. frame, are used. In the first one, the canonical (K) system ( Fig. 2(a) ), the axes are chosen parallel to those in the main c.m. frame OXY Z fixed in space. In the helicity (H) system ( Fig. 2(b) ) the z ′ -axis is taken to be along q π + p f = − q η . For a single event the systems are connected via appropriate rotation by the angle π − Θ η around the y ′ -axis. After integrating over Θ η is carried out this equivalence does not hold, and in this sense the distributions W (Ω
The values related to the K and H frames are further denoted by the indices K and H respectively.
In the K system, the pion momentum, q * π , is related to the pion momentum q π in the overall c.m. frame via the Lorentz boost along the vector − q η , giving
In Sect. III B we also use the partition π + (ηN ), taking as independent kinematical variables the solid angle Ω π = (Θ π , Φ π = 0), the invariant energy ω ηN , and the spherical angles of the η momentum in the ηN c.m. frame. In this case the reaction plane is spanned by the vectors k and q π . The relation between the momentum of the η meson is similar to that in (7):
We adhere to the non-relativistic concept of angular momentum and do not include, for instance, effects of spin transformation caused by the Lorentz boost. Then, in the coordinate system chosen, the angular dependence of the amplitudes (4) may be decomposed by means of spherical functions. In the K system, associated with the partition η + (πN ) (Fig. 2) we will have
The coordinate systems (x ′ y ′ z ′ ) used for the analysis of angular distributions of pions in the πp rest frame. In the canonical system (K system) the z ′ axis is taken parallel to the beam direction, whereas in the helicity system (H system) it is aligned along the total πp momentum. In both systems, the x ′ axis is in the reaction plane and the y ′ axis is chosen asŷ
Here, C j3m3 j1m1 j2m2 are the usual Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the coupling j 1 + j 2 = j 3 . The coefficients A l , determined as
stem from the expansion of the function Y LπMπ (Ω π ) over the products of the spherical functions depending on Ω K π
and Ω η .
The corresponding expressions for f
can easily be obtained from eqs. (9) and (10) The coefficients F R(α) (ω), α = η∆, πN * are parametrized in terms of coupling constants
where G ∆ and G N * are the ∆ and N * isobar propagators.
Unlike ref.
[1] here we use a phenomenological rather than a dynamical approach to describe the transition to πN * . Namely, the vertex R → πN * appearing in the diagram (h) in Fig. 1 was parametrized in the form of an ordinary resonance decay R → πN * fixed by the constant f RπN * (see eq. (13)). In contrast, in ref. [1] only the η∆ decay is treated as a 'primary process' whereas πN * is generated during the ηp final state interaction. As noted in [6] , we expect our approximation to be reasonable at least around the resonance maximum.
The angular distributions are analysed in terms of the functions W (θ) and W (φ) which are differential cross sec- 
tions normalized to unity. For instance,
with σ standing for the total cross section.
To effectively include the total cross section into the fitting procedure we use the productsσW (θ
), whereσ is the total cross section, averaged over the corresponding energy bin.
The adjustable parameters are collected in Table II . Since the resonance amplitudes are proportional to the product of the electromagnetic and hadronic couplings, the amplitudes A λ and the ratios β α = Γ
* , cannot be well determined individually. For this reason, we use the quantity β η∆ A 1/2 together with the ratio of the helicity amplitudes A 3/2 and A 1/2 , and the ratio r of R → πN * and R → η∆ branchings. We note that our fitting procedure did not include varying the total widths. The reason lies in the closeness of the resonances, especially D 33 (1700), to the πη production threshold. As a result, the set of angular distributions alone does not impose sufficiently stringent constraints on the values of the resonance widths, and to some extent, on their masses. In this respect, we fix the widths, taking their values from the PDG compilation [10] or from the references cited there (the width of D 33 (1700) was taken from the recent analysis of [11] and that of P 31 (1750) from ref. [12] ). For the same reason, the masses of the well known resonances, rated by four or three stars, were varied around their values given by PDG [10] .
FIG. 3:
Powers of η∆ and πN * relative momenta averaged over the isobar distribution as functions of the total c.m. energy. As indicated in the legend, the curves determine energy dependence of partial decay widths of the corresponding resonances (see eqs. (16) and (17)). As noted in text, for R → η∆ decay only the lowest value of the orbital momenta Lη is considered.
The orbital angular momenta L η and L π related to the η∆ and πN * decays of the resonances are listed in Table I . As discussed in Sect. III A, in the D 33 (1700) → η∆ decay we included both s-and d-waves. As for other resonance states, for the sake of simplicity, we take only the lowest of the two possible values of L η (see Table I ).
III. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
The general properties of the measured angular distributions and energy spectra were considered in ref. [8] .
To interpret the data, the authors of ref. [8] used the single resonance model. It was assumed that there is one resonance (or, in general case, one partial wave) dominating the amplitude in a wide energy region. Following this concept they retain only one term in the sum (4) to roughly reproduce the main features of the observed angular distributions and thus to reach a tentative conclusion about the quantum numbers of this dominant resonance.
The results obtained in ref. [8] are now used as a starting point for a more refined analysis. Namely, having established the appropriate magnitude of the dominant partial wave, we successively add other waves in order to reproduce the structural details of the measured quantities. Thereupon we calculate the angular distributions measured in ref. [3] , as well as the photon beam asymmetry presented in [4] and [13] , and compare our results with the data.
A. Angular distributions
Before dealing with the results of our fit, it is instructive to qualitatively discuss the role of different partial waves in the angular distributions obtained in the experiment. Firstly, we consider the near-threshold region where the energy is not high enough to produce isobars in higher angular momentum states, so that spinparity selection rules may be used at least for qualitative estimations. In essence, the question is related to the energy dependence of the partial decay widths for R → α → πηN , α = η∆, πN * , which in turn are determined by the appropriate powers of the η∆ and πN * relative momenta averaged over the isobar distribution in the available phase space:
The particle momenta appearing in eq. (16) and (17) are determined by the usual kinematic formula
with λ standing for the triangle function λ(x, y, z)
GeV with typical isobar masses and widths:
As might be expected, in each individual channel, η∆ or πN * , the energy dependence of the partial cross sections exhibits the typical threshold behavior σ Li ∼ q 2Li+1 , i = π, η. This simple relation, however, is slightly violated in the real situation when both configurations, η∆ and πN * , are included. Firstly, because of the different parities of ∆ and N * the values L η and L π , entering the same partial wave J π , always differ by 1. Secondly, the nominal thresholds corresponding to the production of stable ∆ and N * are E γ = 1.22 and 1.01 GeV, respectively, for η∆ and πN * channels. As a result, the η∆ channel is effectively opened at energies about 200 MeV higher than those associated with πN * production. Furthermore, the smaller mass of the pion, in comparison to the η, leads to the availability of a larger phase space for the πN * configuration already at rather low energies. By referring to Fig. 3 it may be seen that in the η∆ channel the D 33 state exhibits the largest rate of growth. The next most important waves are P 31 and P 33 , producing the η∆ system in the relative L η = 1 state. Furthermore, the P 31 , leading to the s-wave in the πN * mode, may kinematically be the most favorable wave close to the threshold.
Some ∆ resonances, which may be coupled with the η∆ state, were calculated within the constituent quark model of ref. [14] . A rough estimation of their contribution can be made by taking the corresponding parameters from the Particle Data Tables [10] . Neglecting background and using unitarity one arrives at the sum over the resonance states R
with the partial cross section reading
The cross section predicted by formula (19) is plotted in Fig. 4 together with the contributions of the individual resonances. For the partial decay widths we used the common relation Γ πηN (M ) = 0.1 Γ tot (M ) for all states. Although this estimate is very rough because of the uncertainties in the partial widths Γ πηN , one can expect that the P 33 (1600) resonance already mentioned can really be visible near the threshold, whereas the P 31 (1750) and F 35 (1905) may come into play at higher energies.
Since we expect the D 33 to dominate, it is useful to have an analytic expression for the cross section containing only D 33 . Retaining in the sum (4) the term with 
where we omitted unessential kinematic factors. The coefficients c 1 and c 2 in (21) depend only on cos θ H π and ω πN , and are independent of Θ η and φ H π . In terms of the functions F D33(α) (12) and (13) they read
The factor X π in eq. (23) comes from the Lorentz transformation to the πN rest frame q π → q * π (see eq. (7)). The angular distribution W (Ω H π ) can easily be obtained from (21) via appropriate integration. Since c 1 and c 2 are independent of Θ η , the integration over cos Θ η is trivial and we arrive at
with
where the normalization factor reads
It is worth mentioning that the quantities A and B in eq. (24) are still functions of cos θ 
The coefficient C is independent of φ H π and reads The parameter a is determined by the ratio of the D 33 helicity amplitudes as
Several conclusions important for understanding the experimental data presented below can be drawn. Firstly, as is found in ref. [8] , the distribution W (θ H π ) is rather sensitive to the relative contribution of the πN * channel to the D 33 (1700) decay. Quantitatively this sensitivity was discussed in [8] in terms of the parameter
where Γ
(α)
D33→πηN , α = η∆, πN * , stands for the corresponding partial decay width.
From (23) and (24) Table II . The empty circle shows the ratio obtained in ref. [11] , whereas the filled circle is the value advocated by PDG [10] .
addition of the nonzero D 33 → πN * coupling results in an approximately linear dependence on cos θ H π (there is an additional dependence of the factors F D33(πN * ) and X π in (22) on cos θ H π , which is, however, rather weak). The corresponding coefficient B is proportional to Re(c 1 c 2 ) (24) and is therefore rather sensitive even to a small admixture of πN * . In the canonical frame one has
with θ πη being the angle between q * π and q η . Although the formula (31) looks less cumbersome than eq. (21), the coefficients c 1 and c 2 are now functions of all four variables ω πN , Ω K π , and cos Θ η . Therefore, a simple general analysis, like in the case of the H system, is not possible. The only conclusion we can draw is that since c 1 and c 2 depend rather weakly on the angle φ 
where the coefficientC is equal tõ
A look at eqs. (33) and (27) shows that, contrary to W (φ H π ) whose form depends only on the parameter a, in the K frame the φ K π -dependence is solely due to interference between η∆ and πN * mechanisms. We therefore expect that the shape of W (φ K π ) is much more sensitive to the πN * contribution than the φ π -distribution in the helicity system. This assumption is well confirmed by the analysis of ref. [8] .
In Fig. 5 we demonstrate our results for different angular distributions. As noted above, we choose as independent kinematic variables those associated with the η + (πN ) partition. Namely, the results are presented for the distributions W (θ
) over the pion angle in the K and H system (see Fig. 2 ), as well as for the distribution W (Θ η ) over the angle of the η momentum in the overall c.m. frame. The solid, longdashed, and dotted curves present three different solutions, providing an acceptable description of the data. The resulting parameter sets corresponding to each solution are collected in Table II . The partial cross sections in the last column in this Table are calculated according to formula (20) at the energy W = M R , and give approximate contributions of the corresponding resonances to the total cross section.
It is worth mentioning that the fits collected in Table II do not necessarily give the lowest value of χ 2 . Rather, we present them as three sample results which describe the same data via different dynamical contents. Namely, solution I (first row in Table II , solid line in Fig. 5 ) is mostly consistent with our assumption about D 33 dominance over the whole energy region considered. Here other partial waves are of relatively minor importance. Solution II (second row, long-dashed line in Fig. 5) describes the data at E γ > 1.2 GeV via an appreciably large contribution of the resonance P 33 (1920). Finally, solution III (third row, dotted curve in Fig. 5 ) contains a small admixture of the d-wave in D 33 (1700) → η∆ decay, which is neglected in the first two cases.
The following conclusions can be drawn: (i) The general properties of the data in Fig. 5 (the number of minima and the convexity direction) are roughly described with only the D 33 wave. This fact, considered as a strong evidence of the D 33 dominance was already discussed in ref. [8] . In particular, one can see that at energies above E γ = 1.2 GeV the experimentally observed shape of W (θ (32)). As is shown in ref. [8] , other partial waves fail to describe all the angular distributions simultaneously.
(ii) Since the coefficient C in eq. (27) is a constant, the φ H π dependence is totally determined by cos 2φ H π . Then, the convexity direction of W (φ H π ) (up or down) is governed by the sign of the difference 1 − a. Therefore, the observed φ H π -dependence allows one to make a conclusion about the value of the parameter a. More specifically, ac- Fig. 5 . The first three rows give the parameter sets, to which we refer in the text as solutions I, II, and III. The forth row lists the corresponding numbers given by the Particle Data Group [10] . The sign of βη∆A 1/2 is the sign of the product of A 1/2 and the R → η∆ coupling constant fR∆η (see eq. (12) 
FIG. 7:
Our prediction of angular distributions for energy bin 1.7 < W < 1.9 GeV compared with the CB-ELSA data of ref. [3] (open circles). In the first row, the angle θij is the angle of the ith particle in the ij c.m. frame with respect to the momentum of the third particle. In the second row, Θ is the angle of the corresponding particle in the overall c.m. frame. The solid (dashed) curve is obtained with the parameter set I (II) from cording to the expression (27), the characteristic shape of W (φ H π ) with the minima at φ H π = π/2 and φ H π = 3π/2, visible at E γ > 1.2 GeV, should point to the fact that at this energy a > 1 (eq. (27)). This result is also confirmed by W (θ K π ) (first row in Fig. 5 ) which, as follows from (32) and (33), would otherwise be convex down in contrast to the data.
Our results for the ratio A 3/2 /A 1/2 , as a function of the photon energy, are presented in Fig. 6 . As may be seen, version III requires an unexpectedly sharp energy dependence of this parameter, so that already at E γ = 1.4 GeV it amounts up to 2.4, thus visibly exceeding the average PDG value 0.817 ± 0.242. At the same time, versions I and II allow one to suppress the undesirable increase of this ratio at higher energies.
(iii) According to our qualitative discussion above (see text after eq. (30)), the visible forward-backward asymmetry in W (θ H π ) may be interpreted as a signal of a nonzero πN * contribution. This conclusion is trivial in the sense that the πN * channel always contributes to the reaction γp → π 0 ηp via ηp interaction in the final state. However as noted in the Introduction, direct measurement of the ηp spectrum to study the role of this channel may fail, primarily because of the overwhelming contribution of the η∆ decay mode. At the same time, the role of πN * may be estimated rather precisely using the asymmetry rate of W (θ H π ). Indeed, as is shown in [6] , here the different states J π are added incoherently, so that the shape of W (θ H π ) is always symmetric if only the channel η∆ is taken into account. In this respect, 
-LNS Tohoku [4] -GRAAL [3] -MAMI [6] E the observed asymmetry is a direct consequence of the interference between η∆ and πN * mechanisms. (iv) In the region E γ = 1.2 − 1.4 GeV, the distribution W (Θ η ) over the η angle in the overall c.m. system demonstrates the characteristic shape a + b cos 2 Θ, vanishing at lower energies. This feature is explained in different ways in our fits I-III. For example, the parameter sets I and II describe W (Θ η ) via a relatively strong contribution of F 35 (1905) and P 33 (1920) respectively . In the third version of the model, the increasing role of the cos 2 Θ term is ascribed to the d-wave fraction in the η∆ decay of D 33 (1700). Since the D 33 mass is pretty close to the πη threshold, even a small d-wave admixture in the η∆ mode may lead to a sizable contribution of this wave at energies above E γ = 1.2 MeV. The dotted curve in Fig. 5 is obtained by assuming that the d-wave fraction comprises only 2% of the total D 33 → πηN width.
(v) In Fig. 7 we show our prediction of some angular distributions for three different partitions, π 0 + (ηp), η + (π 0 p), and p + (π 0 η), together with the data obtained in ref. [3] . As one can see, our calculations are in general agreement with the experimental results, perhaps except for the distribution over cos θ ηp . At the same time, these observables demonstrate a rather weak sensitivity to the model ingredients. Already the single D 33 model (shortdashed line in Fig. 7 ) correctly predicts the main features of all distributions. Addition of other resonances does not visibly change the calculation. On the whole, all three parameter sets in Table II give equally good descriptions of the data.
(vi) As noted in the Introduction, the D 33 wave seems to also remain important at higher energies. We base this conclusion on the fact that the single D 33 model works quite well at E γ > 1.3 GeV (short-dashed line in Fig. 5 ). At the same time, our prediction for the total cross section with only D 33 (1700) starts to already underestimate the data at E γ = 1.1 GeV. This may be considered as an indication of an additional source of the D 33 wave which should come into play at higher energies. In ref. [3] this effect is ascribed to D 33 (1940) which is classified as a one-star resonance in the PDG listing [10] . In the present work, to maintain the growth of the partial cross section σ D33 we also introduce this resonance with free parameters. However, one has to keep in mind that since D 33 (1940) is at the upper limit of our energy region, the fitting results are not very sensitive to the exact contribution of this resonance. The same must hold true for P 33 (1920).
(vii) Fig. 8 demonstrates our calculation of the total cross section, where contributions of individual terms entering the amplitude are plotted separately. The results are obtained with the parameter set corresponding to the solution I in Table II . We prefer this version of our model since, as will be shown in the next section, it also yields a reasonable description of the beam asymmetry, in contrast to the solutions II and III. The reader should not be surprised by the quality of our description in Fig. 8 since, as noted in Sect. II, the total cross section was effectively included into the fit (see the comment after eq. (15)).
As predicted by solution I, the major fraction of the reaction yield is provided by the coherent sum of the resonances D 33 (1700) and D 33 (1940) (short-dashed line on the left panel in Fig. 8 ). The contribution of D 33 (1940) is comparable to that of D 33 (1700). As pointed out above, the need for the former resonance in our calculation is mainly dictated by the necessity to prevent the D 33 wave from dying out when D 33 (1700) rapidly falls-off above E γ > 1.2 GeV. Otherwise the model leaves room for P 33 (1920) leading to solution II. As follows from Table II, in this case the contribution of P 33 (1920) amounts up to 40 % of the total cross section at E γ = 1.4 GeV.
It is quite remarkable that the role of P 33 (1600) in our analysis turns out to be insignificant. The reason is that in the near-threshold region some fraction of the p-wave comes from the background. The corresponding p-wave admixture turns out to be sufficient to obtain a more or less accurate description of the forward-backward asymmetry in the angular distribution W (Θ η ) of η mesons in the overall c.m. system. At the same time, at higher energies, where the role of D 33 strongly increases, the background is unable to give the necessary p-wave fraction. As a result, our fit requires inclusion of other resonances with positive parity, in particular P 31 (1750), F 35 (1905), as well as P 33 (1920).
B. Beam asymmetry
The beam asymmetry Σ for linearly polarized photons has been measured in refs. [4] and [13] . It was presented as a function of the invariant mass of three two-particle subsystems π 0 p, ηp, and π 0 η. In the region E γ < 1.5 GeV
FIG. 9:
Beam asymmetry for γp → π 0 ηp averaged over three intervals of the beam energy. The data are from ref. [4] . The solid (long-dashed) curve is our prediction corresponding to the parameter set I (II) in Table II . The short-dashed curve includes only the D33 wave.
this observable demonstrates several properties, which we would like to discuss. Firstly, the data show (see Figs. 9 and 10) that in the π 0 p case, when the reaction plane is fixed by the condition φ η = 0 in the overall c.m. system, the value of Σ (hereafter denoted by Σ(πN )) is comparable to zero in almost the whole region of ω πN , except for the lower boundary of the spectrum. In the channel ηp, where φ π = 0, the beam asymmetry Σ(ηN ) is negative and its absolute value comprises about 0.5.
Both features may be qualitatively explained by the dominance of the D 33 partial wave. Indeed, keeping only D 33 in the sum (4), for the polarized cross section one ob- (34)), which strongly reduces its contribution after integration over θ H π . This last effect is due to the rather smooth dependence of |c 1 | 2 on cos θ H π . As a consequence, the value of Σ(πN ) turns out to be roughly equal to
In other words, in the region where the D 33 wave dominates, the nonzero value of the asymmetry Σ(πN ) is due to the nontrivial contribution of the πN * configuration to the D 33 decay. For this reason, the rapid decrease of Σ(πN ) at moderate ω πN is due to the decrease of this contribution to the integral in eq. (34). The latter has a kinematic reason and, as we have just explained, is eventually caused by the mass difference between π and η mesons.
In the second case, when the reaction plane is fixed by φ η = 0 (partition η + (πN )), the situation is just the opposite. Namely, (see eqs. (38)-(39))
so that
In the same limiting case ω ηN → 0 (b 1 → 0), we get from eqs. (36) and (37) a simple relation between the parameter a (29) and the value of Σ(ηN )
Taking a = 1.2 (the average of this parameter in the region E γ = 1.0 − 1.4 GeV) we will have Σ(ηN ) = −0.43, which is consistent with the experimental result. Since |Σ(ηN )| (46) has maximum |Σ(ηN )| = 1/ √ 3 at a = 1, it appears to be rather insensitive to a as long as a does not strongly differ from unity.
In a similar manner, at ω πN → 0 we have c 1 ∼ q * π → 0 and the value of Σ(πN ) depends only on the parameter a (29). As a result, in the single D 33 model (or generally in the single resonance model) one has the simple relation
It is also worth noting that, according to the formula (36), the negative value of the asymmetry Σ(ηN ) is a signature of the fact that A Our results for the photon asymmetry predicted by the three solutions discussed in the previous section are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. As we can see, only version I of our model where the D 33 wave dominates in the whole energy region is able to reproduce the main features of the measured asymmetry. As would be expected, the predicted behavior is close to that given by the single D 33 model, so that inclusion of other resonances does not give rise to a crucial change. At the same time, version II containing an appreciable contribution of P 33 (1920) (see the last column in Table II ) yields a rather poor description of Σ(ηN ) in the region 1.3 ≤ E γ ≤ 1.4 GeV. As one can see from Fig. 9 , at low invariant energies ω ηN this resonance causes an undesirable shift to positive values, in contrast to the data demonstrating a rather smooth dependence on ω ηN .
IV. CONCLUSION
We performed a phenomenological analysis of the photon-induced π 0 η production at energies within the region 1.0 ≤ E γ ≤ 1.4 GeV. The data contain detailed information on angular distributions to determine, at least qualitatively, the angular momentum content of the reaction amplitude.
As is repeatedly mentioned in the paper, among different mechanisms which might contribute to the reaction, the excitation of the D 33 wave turns out to be most evident in the data. According to our calculation, at the lab photon energy E γ = 1.1 GeV and above the coherent sum of D 33 (1700) and D 33 (1940) can account for the majority of the experimental results. We pay some attention to a qualitative discussion of the way in which the main features of the angular distributions determine some of the adjustable parameters of the model.
At the same time, deviations from the single D 33 model predictions point to a nontrivial admixture of other resonance states. That these 'weaker' resonances should have positive parity is confirmed by visible forward-backward asymmetry in the cos Θ η distribution in the overall c.m. frame (fifth column in Fig. 5 ). Inclusion of P 33 (1600), P 31 (1750), and F 35 (1905) , improves the quality of our fit.
Furthermore, in order to maintain the rather monotone rise demonstrated by the measured total cross section up to E γ = 1.4 GeV we are forced to include the tails of the resonance states with higher masses. Taking into account the results obtained in ref. [3] , the resonance P 33 (1920) as well as the one-star resonance D 33 (1940) were included into the model. We allow their parameters to be varied, although the energy region covered by the measurements does not permit an unambiguous determination of their values.
On the whole, our results, at least those corresponding to solution I, are rather close to the results obtained in ref. [3] . We also see that a more rigorous study of the partial wave structure of π 0 η photoproduction requires detailed polarization data. Otherwise, the theory admits a variation of the resonance parameters over a relatively wide range. As an example, we give three versions of the fit which explain the features of the observables via different mechanisms. In particular, the characteristic shape of W (Θ η ) at higher energies, with a minimum at cos Θ η = 0, may be described via different dynamical contents. In version III this shape is reproduced if we allow for a small admixture of the d-wave mode in the η∆ decay of the D 33 (1700). In the other two cases the same effect was provided by the contribution of P 33 and/or F 35 states.
We also explored in considerable detail the photon asymmetry Σ, and found that its main features may well be interpreted in terms of the single D 33 model. In this model the nontrivial value of Σ(πN ) is a simple consequence of ηp interaction in the final state. Inclusion of other resonances leads to rather small corrections. However, as pointed out in Sect. III B, the behavior of Σ(ηN ) in the region of low ηN invariant energies is quite sensitive to the contribution of the P 33 wave. In particular, our solution II containing a large contribution of P 33 (1920) turns out to be inconsistent with the available data for Σ(ηN ).
Further study of the reaction γp → π 0 ηp may be aimed at those observables, in which the contributions of positive parity resonances may be identified in a model independent way, wherever possible. With new data for polarization observables one may expect considerable improvement of accuracy in the determination of the resonance parameters. In the past year some progress has been made towards that goal in refs. [15] and [16] .
